
Chapter Six

Deep-ultraviolet
quantum-interference metrology
with ultrashort laser pulses

Precision spectroscopy at ultraviolet and shorter wavelengths has been hindered by
poor accessibility to that spectral region with narrow-band lasers. In this chapter, high
accuracy quantum-interference metrology is demonstrated on atomic transitions using
an ampli�ed train of phase-controlled pulses from a frequency comb laser.�e peak
power of these pulses allows for e�cient harmonic up-conversion, paving the way for
extension of frequency comb metrology in atoms and ions to the extreme ultraviolet
and so�-X-ray spectral regions. A proof-of-principle experiment is performed on a
deep-ultraviolet (�×���.�� nanometers) two-photon transition in krypton, improving
the accuracy of the absolute transition frequency and isotope shi�s by more than an
order of magnitude.

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, the invention of the femtosecond frequency comb laser [��, ��, ���] has
brought about a revolution in metrology. A frequency comb acts as a bridge between
the radio-frequency (��) domain (typically tens of MHz) and the optical frequency
domain (typically hundreds of THz).�us in precision spectroscopy, the optical cycles
of a continuous wave (cw), ultra-stable laser can be phase-locked and counted directly
with respect to an absolute frequency standard such as an atomic clock [��, ���].�e
resultant frequency measurements approach a precision of � part in ���� in certain cases,
o�ering the potential to detect possible dri� in the fundamental constants [��, ��],
among other quantum-mechanical applications.
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6.2 Principle of the experiment

Here we perform precision metrology without the use of a cw laser. Instead, an atomic
transition is excited directly with ampli�ed and frequency-converted pulses from a
femtosecond frequency comb laser. Due to quantum-interference e�ects in the atomic
excitation process, the spectral resolution is at least six orders of magnitude higher than
the optical bandwidth of the individual laser pulses.
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Figure �.�:�e principle of quantum-interference metrology. An atom in the ground state �g�
is resonantly excited by a broadband laser pulse. �is pulse creates a coherent superposition
of the ground and excited state, with an initial phase di�erence between the states determined
by the laser pulse. A�er the initial excitation, the superposition will evolve freely with a phase
velocity ω� = (Ee − Eg)�ħ, where Ee − Eg is the energy di�erence between the states. A�er a
time T , a second pulse with a controlled phase illuminates the atom, interfering with the atomic
superposition. Depending on the phase and the time delay T , the total �g� → �e� excitation
probability can be either enhanced (case A, black pulse) or suppressed (case B, gray pulse). By
measuring the amplitude of the superposition (i.e. the population of the excited state) a�er the
second pulse with, for example, an ionizing laser pulse, the energy di�erence between the states
can be deduced.
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�e method employed is related to Ramsey’s principle of separated oscillatory
�elds [��], which probes the phase evolution of an atom in spatially separated interaction
zones.�is technique is widely used in the �� domain for atomic fountain clocks [���].
By extension, in the optical domain excitation can be performed by pulses separated
in time, rather than in space, to maintain phase coherence between the excitation
contributions. Several experiments have been performed to investigate Ramsey-type
quantum-interference fringes in the optical domain [��, ��, ��, ��, ��] and phase-
stable ampli�cation of single pulses [���]. Actual quantitative spectroscopy with phase-
coherent light pulses has been limited to a few relative frequency measurements on �ne
and hyper�ne structure of atoms [��–��] and relative and absolute measurements on
rubidium [��]; absolute frequency measurements have been frustrated by an unknown
phase di�erence between the pulses or by limited resolution.

We generate powerful laser pulses with a precise phase relationship by amplifying
a selected pulse train from a frequency comb laser. �is ampli�ed frequency comb
can be used to measure absolute optical frequencies directly.�e signi�cance of using
ampli�ed laser pulses is that the high peak power allows for e�cient frequency up-
conversion in crystals and gases. It has been demonstrated that harmonic generation
in gases can preserve the coherence properties of the driving laser pulse [���, ���].
�erefore the present experiment paves the way for precision metrology with frequency
combs at optical frequencies that are very di�cult, or almost impossible, to reach
with cw lasers, such as vacuum ultraviolet and even shorter wavelengths (e.g. X-rays).
Possible applications are precision spectroscopy of hydrogen-like ions and helium to
test quantum electrodynamics and nuclear size e�ects.�e technique may also lead to
more accurate atomic clocks that operate on resonances with ultra-high frequencies.

�e principles of quantum-interference metrology have been discussed in detail in
chapter �.�e general idea is shown once more in �gure �.�. An atom is excited by a
train of N phase-locked laser pulses, all separated by a time T . Assuming a two-level
system, the resulting excited state population a�er the pulse train can be written as (see
chapter �):

�bN �� = � N�
n=� ane

i(n−�)(ω�T+φ)�
�

, (�.�)

where φ is the phase di�erence between subsequent laser pulses, and an is the excitation
amplitude for the nth pulse.�us �bN �� is a periodic function of both the pulse delay
T and the phase di�erence φ.�e resonance frequency ω� is encoded not just in the
amplitude an , as with conventional spectroscopy, but also in the phase of the oscillating
population signal. At the maxima of the periodic signal (when the second laser pulse
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Furthermore, in order to describe the second pulse, the pulse matrix needs to be
modi�ed, as the �eld now has changed to E(t − T), and as it might have acquired an
extra phase �, for example the carrier-envelope phase. �is can be accounted for by
rotating the state vector back using the unitary transformation� de�ned above, and
then rotating it to the new frame using a second unitary transformation�†

� , de�ned by

�� = ��
e−i(ω l (t−T)+�)�� �

� e i(ω l (t−T)+�)��
�
� . (�.��)

�en the e�ective rotation is

�†
�� = ��

e−i(ω l T+�)�� �
� e i(ω l T+�)��

�
� . (�.��)

Now all ingredients are ready to calculate the e�ects of two pulses interacting with a
two-level atom. Taking the atom to be initially in the ground state, we have

�ψ� =�pulse�†
���free�pulse���. (�.��)

Carrying out the algebra, this yields for the amplitude of the upper level:

c�,pair = ���ψ� = i �Ωw sin(wτ) �cos(wτ) cos�ωatomT + � + ∆τ
�

�
+ i∆

�w sin(wτ) sin�ωatomT + � + ∆τ
�

�� . (�.��)

In the prefactor of this expression, the single pulse excitation amplitude c�,single of
equation �.�� can be recognized. Rewriting the trigonometric functions in the rest of
the expression, the excited state amplitude becomes

c�,pair = i �c�,singlew �cos�ωatomT + �
�

��w cos(wτ) cos� τ∆
�
� + ∆

�
sin(wτ) sin� τ∆

�
��

− sin�ωatomT + �
�

��w cos(wτ) sin� τ∆
�
� − ∆

�
sin(wτ) cos� τ∆

�
��� . (�.��)

Again assuming low power, w is approximated by ∆��, and �.�� reduces to

c�,pair = �c�,single cos�ωatomT + �
�

� . (�.��)

�e population in the upper level is then given by

�c�,pair�� = ��c�,single�� cos� �ωatomT + �
�

� . (�.��)
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It is seen that this quantity is an oscillating function, the period ofwhich is determined by
the time delay between the pulses T = �� frep and by the transition frequency ωatom.�e
Rabi frequency and the detuning only a�ect the amplitude of the signal through c�,single.
�erefore, if the comb laser’s frep is varied (changing T), the upper state population
will be modulated with a period inversely proportional to frep.�e same thing occurs
when fceo and thus �ce of the comb is varied.�is is the result of quantum interference
between the population amplitudes excited by both pulses, which depends on the phase
di�erence between the �eld and the freely evolving atomic state vector.

�e discussion can be continued for more pulses, but of course the algebra gets
more and more elaborate. However, a general expression can be derived for the upper
state population a�er the interaction with N pulses �c�,N ��:

�c�,N �� = N ��c�,single�� � N�
n=� e

in(ω l T+�)�
�

. (�.��)

�is expression is very similar to the expression describing the spectrum of a pulse train,
given in equations �.�� and �.��. �e same spectral shape is seen here: adding more
pulses makes the resonance structures in the excited state population signal increasingly
narrow. In the limit of an in�nite pulse train, the interference structure is just the comb-
like spectrum. Of course, this only holds when there is no radiative decay, meaning that
the linewidth of the transition is negligible compared to the width of the comb modes.
Otherwise, the resonance width will be limited by the linewidth of the transition.

An important feature of coherent pulsed excitation is the fact that the bandwidth
of the individual pulses only determines the amplitude of the interference signals of
equations �.�� and �.��. In these expressions, the bandwidth is hidden in c�,single, which
contains the Rabi frequencyΩ and thus the �eld envelope.�is means that although the
bandwidth of these pulses can be large, it will not limit the resolution of the quantum
interference signal. For a two-pulse experiment, the measured resonance width is half
the inverse of the pulse delay T , while the bandwidth of the pulses is equal to the inverse
of their duration τp .�e resonance width therefore is a factor �.� T�τp smaller than the
bandwidth; taking typical numbers (T ≈�� ns, τp ≈� ps), this is a factor of ����.�us
coherent pulsed excitation can indeed be used for high resolution spectroscopy.

3.4.1 Frequency domain picture

�e excitation process can be understood in the frequency domain as well. Fourier-
transforming a pulse pair in time to the frequency domain, it is seen that its spectrum
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Figure �.�:�e beat signal at fceo detected by the avalanche photodiode in the f –� f interferometer
before (gray) and a�er (black) low-pass �ltering.
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Figure �.�:�e beat signal detected by the avalanche photodiode and an �� spectrum analyzer.
On the ��MHz wide scan (le�), the components at frep and frep − fceo are visible as well, together
with other combinations of frep and fceo that are due to saturation e�ects in the detector. On the
���Hz wide scan (right) it is seen that the signal to noise ratio exceeds �� dB, while the observed
� dB width of �Hz is limited by the spectrum analyzer.

while the lower amplitude sine wave is the repetition rate of the pulses frep at ��MHz.
A�er low-pass �ltering, only fceo remains.

To actually control fceo in a feedback loop, an experimental control parameter is
needed. As �ce depends on the ratio of the group and phase velocities in the laser cavity,
it is possible to use the intra-cavity dispersion of e.g. the glass wedges to control the
evolution of �ce. However, it is easier and faster to modulate the pump intensity: due to
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the Kerr e�ect, changes in the intra-cavity peak power are translated into changes in the
carrier-envelope phase [���, ���].

�e feedback loop is realized using the signal from the f –� f interferometer as an
input: �rst, the signal at fceo is converted to a square wave in a fast discriminator.�en
it is compared with the output of the ��MHz generator mentioned earlier, which has
been converted to a square wave as well. A digital phase detector of our own design
(based on the up-and-down counting principle outlined in [���]; our design however
uses two up-counters) is used to detect the frequency and phase di�erence between
the beat note and the reference frequency. Its output is linear across the central cycle,
and has a capture range of �� cycles. �e phase detector output is connected to a ��
controller, the output of which is used to control the pump power to the comb laser
via an acousto-optic modulator (���) in the beam path of the pump laser.�is ���
di�racts a few percent of the pump light out of the beam, and in this way in�uences the
intra-cavity peak power and thus �ce.

Using this locking scheme, fceo can be locked to the reference frequency with an
��� phase deviation of only ∼��� mrad on a timescale of a few ms. In �gure �.�, the
locked beat frequency fceo can be seen on a ��� Hz scale, displaying a �� dB signal to
noise ratio and an instrument-limited � dB width of �Hz. Together with the repetition
rate control, this constitutes full control over all the modes of the frequency comb.

4.2 Pulse-picking Pockels cell

For the experiments described in this thesis, ampli�cation of the oscillator pulses is
needed. As it is very hard to amplify pulses at a repetition rate of �� MHz, the pulse
train from the oscillator cannot be used directly. Instead, the repetition rate is reduced
to � kHz using a Pockels cell (��).�is device is based on an electro-optic crystal, which
transforms the polarization of the transmitted light depending on the (high) voltage
applied to the crystal (see section �.�). When the �� is driven at a speci�c, wavelength
dependent voltage, it will rotate the polarization of the light over ��○.�is value of the
voltage is called the half-wave voltage. A Glan polarizer a�er the �� then rejects any
residual light in the perpendicular polarization.�e voltage (∼� kV at ��� nm) can be
switched in a few ns, so single pulses are selected from the oscillator pulse train when∼��ns pulses are applied to the crystal.�e �� is triggered by a � kHz signal divided down
from the detected frep of the oscillator, with an adjustable delay introduced by the ��
driver. When the pulse length of the high voltage pulse delivered to the �� is increased,
trains of pulses can be selected. Behind the Glan polarizer, a Berek polarization rotator
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